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NEWS RELEASE 
 
 
September 16, 2019  Trading Symbol on the CSE:  BJB 

 

Bond Update on Work Program 
 

 
Vancouver, British Columbia:  As reported in its monthly report filed with the Canadian Securities Exchange, BOND 
RESOURCES INC. (CSE: BJB) (“Bond” or the “Company”) renewed work on its Aspen Property situated in the 
Nechako Plateau in British Columbia.  An initial crew was assembled to commence the Company’s Phase 1 
exploration program by conducting soil sampling on ground on the west side of the Aspen Property.  Follow-up soil 
sampling is also being conducted at the Bruin zone on the east side of the property where surface boulders were 
found to be anomalous in gold during the 2017 exploration program.  Once completed, samples will be delivered 
to the lab for analysis, and the results will be reported when the lab reports are received.  The results will impact 
the design of the IP Survey for which a Mines Act permit will be required.  The application for this permit is 
underway. 
 
Through staking, the Company has also acquired the Bearcat mineral property near Nazko, British Columbia.     
Follow-up anomalous surface boulder sampling was conducted on the property in early Sept. 2019 and a soil 
sample grid is planned for an area that previously produced a cluster of soil sample results anomalous in silver. 
 
About Bond Resources Inc.:   Bond Resources is a mineral exploration company that holds a 100% interest in 
two mineral properties more commonly known as the Aspen and Bearcat Properties, situated in the Nechako and 
Fraser Plateaus in British Columbia, Canada.  
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The Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or 
the accuracy of the contents of this release. 


